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Safe Harbor Statement
This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended, and Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. These forward-looking statements (1) are identified by use of
terms and phrases such as "expect", "believe", "will", "anticipate", "emerging", "intend", "plan", "could", "may", "estimate", "should",
"objective", "goal", "possible", "potential", "project" and similar words and expressions, but such words and phrases are not the exclusive
means of identifying them, and (2) are subject to risks and uncertainties and represent our present expectations or beliefs concerning
future events. VASCO cautions that the forward-looking statements are qualified by important factors that could cause actual results to
differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. These risks, uncertainties and other factors include the risk related to
VASCO’s ability to integrate acquisitions into the business of VASCO successfully and the amount of time and expense spent and
incurred in connection with the integration; the risk that the revenue synergies, cost savings and other economic benefits that VASCO
anticipates as a result of an acquisition are not fully realized or take longer to realize than expected; and the risks, uncertainties and
other factors that have been described in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2016, and those discussed
in other documents we file with the SEC, which include, but are not limited to, (a) risks of general market conditions, including currency
fluctuations and the uncertainties resulting from turmoil in world economic and financial markets, (b) risks inherent to the information
security industry, including rapidly changing technology, evolving industry standards, increasingly sophisticated hacking attempts,
increasing numbers of patent infringement claims, changes in customer requirements, price competitive bidding, and changing
government regulations, and (c) risks specific to VASCO, including, demand for our products and services, transition from hardware to
software products, competition from more established firms and others, pressures on price levels and our historical dependence on
relatively few products and regions, certain suppliers and certain key customers. Thus, the results that we actually achieve may differ
materially from any anticipated results included in, or implied by these statements. Except for our ongoing obligations to disclose
material information as required by the U.S. federal securities laws, we do not undertake any obligations or have any intention to
release publicly any revisions or updates to any forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances in the future or to reflect
the occurrence of unanticipated events or for any other reason. 2

Investment Highlights: Fundamentals
Strong and Unique Position in Banking


2,000+ Financial institution customers including more than half of the top 100 global banks



10,000+ Customers in more than 100 countries; more than 250 million licenses sold



Deep domain knowledge in banking and financial services



A quarter of VASCO revenue comes from a diversified base of government and enterprise customers

Experienced Technology Leadership Team


Key additions: CEO, CFO, CMO, CIO, CHRO, General Counsel, VP Product Management, and Director
Investor Relations



New business processes, information systems and collaboration tools deliver a strengthened foundation
for growth

Strong Business Fundamentals with Substantial Resources


70% Gross margin; positive cash flow; $160 million in cash and no long term debt
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Investment Highlights: Growth
VASCO participates in numerous high-growth market sectors


Relevant high growth markets: 2015-2020 CAGR1
Identity and Access Management

34% CAGR

Security Threat Analytics (AI and ML)

34% CAGR

Mobile Security and Protection

38% CAGR

E-signature

40% CAGR

Security and Orchestration and Automation

50%+ CAGR

1) Sources: Forrester, BTIG, Company Reports, Gartner; BTIG Industry Report – Cyber Security 2017 and Beyond



Provides both organic growth and strategic M&A opportunities

Growth Strategy
Expand portfolio of security and fraud prevention solutions in response to growing threat environment
 Enable secure digitization of business processes at banks and enterprises as they grow their digital channels
 Leverage unique portfolio that combines hardware, software, and recurring services across a global footprint
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We Address the Critical Needs of Banks & Enterprises
Business Challenges

Fraud
Management

Transaction
Management

Customer
Onboarding

Drivers of
Demand

Billion dollar losses to
account take-over, application
fraud, and hacking attacks

Digital transformation to
improve efficiency of
operations and reduce paper

Customer acquisition and
engagement across multiple
channels

How We Solve the
Problem

Biometrics
Authentication tokens
Out of band authentication
Device & application security
Risk-based authentication

E-signatures
E-vaulting
Authentication
Credential management

Identity proofing*
Device identity
User data verification
Risk analysis

DIGIPASS hardware tokens
DIGIPASS for Apps
IDENTIKEY Risk Manager

eSignLive e-signature
eSignLive e-vault
DIGIPASS Authentication

DIGIPASS for Apps security
DIGIPASS for Apps ID-proofing*

VASCO
Solutions
Trusted Identity(TID)
Platform
*Under development.

IDENTIKEY Risk Managers

TID is delivered in a unified and open platform that provides easy implementation, compliance with
regulations and standards, and delivers a frictionless customer experience.
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VASCO’s Current Solutions Portfolio
Authentication and Transaction Signing - Secure and easy to use hardware

and software solutions for web and mobile transactions

Mobile Banking and App Security - Integrated suite of security offerings to

support “mobile first” strategies while optimizing the end-user experience

Transaction Risk Analysis - Adaptive authentication based on intelligent

analysis of behavioral, contextual, qualitative, and quantitative data

E-signatures - Patented and differentiated secure document signing technology
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DIGIPASS for Apps – A Library of Mobile Application Protection
Mobile Application
Shielding and RASP

Geolocation
Behavioral Biometric
Authentication

Jailbreak and Root
Detection

Face Authentication

Device Identification
Device Binding

Fingerprint
Authentication

Secure Storage

Risk Based
Authentication

Secure Channel

CRONTO ©
Authentication

Push Notification

Transaction Signing

QR Code Support

E-Signature
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The E-signature Choice for Financial Services and Businesses
1) eSignLive is one of the top 3 e-signature solutions1
2) Differentiators include private label options, on-premises or in the cloud
implementation, and a patented visual audit trail for security and
compliance
3) Accelerates VASCO’s transition to additional software-based revenue
and a SaaS business model
4) Global cross-selling opportunities with banking and enterprise customer

Strong Double-digit Growth Contribution

1) Forrester Research, 2015 and 2016
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Growth

Strong Software Growth with Stabilizing Hardware Sales
Hardware authenticators remain important, and highly profitable

Percent of Revenue: Hardware vs Non-Hardware

 Anticipate modest decline trend line in hardware
 Many markets prefer hardware – even as they add software authentication
 VASCO’s offers a full portfolio of authentication products is a differentiator

28

27

22

36

 Reallocating R&D to growth areas; exiting non-strategic product lines

48

Strong software and services growth offsets hardware trend
 DIGIPASS for APPs: ~45% growth YTD

72.45

72.80

2013

2014

78.13

64.48

 eSignLive: >50% growth YTD
 Total Non-Hardware Revenue: 37% growth YTD
2015

2016

2017*

*2017 based on midpoint of FY17 guidance and Q3 YTD Mix
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Our Capabilities Continue to Evolve with the Threat Environment
and Evolution of the Digital World
LEGACY

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

SERVICES 2018-2020

Hardware Products

Key Current Offerings

Future TID Offerings

• OTP Tokens
• Card Readers
• VACMAN Controller

• CRONTO Visual Authentication
• DIGIPASS for Apps
• IDENTIKEY Risk Manager
• eSignLive

• Trusted Devices
• Orchestrated Authentication
• Advanced Analytics - ML & AI
• Microservices enabled
workflows
• Digital customer on-boarding
• E-Vaulting
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Trusted Identity Strategy - Foundation for Growth
VASCO Trusted Identity Strategy delivers services enabling
institutions to manage fraud, comply with regulation, easily onboard customers, and adaptively authenticate transactions
 Enables

institutions to access new digital channel growth opportunities
with a low-friction user-experience

 Standards-based,

open architecture with machine learning that integrates
to 3rd party and home-grown identity & access management platforms

 Builds

on existing VASCO products

 Transition

to software and recurring business enablement services
increases VASCO’s growth opportunity and reduces revenue volatility

 Initial

TID solutions launch in 2018

We Anticipate Continued Strong Software Growth
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Challenging threat environment and digitization drivers
sustain fundamental demand for VASCO solutions

Innovation Ecosystem
VASCO Innovation Center
at University of Cambridge

Technology Partnerships and Investments

Partnering with governments and universities on
key technology research:
 Blockchain
 Privacy Compliance
 Biometrics and Behavioral Analytics
 Machine Learning

Cutting Edge Proofs-of-Concept

FINOVATE 2017
eSignLive demonstrates
Digital Lending Solution
integrated with blockchain
distributed ledger.
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Revenue and Operating Margin*
• Return to growth in H2 2017
• Investing for growth acceleration
241.4
201.5

192.3

185.0 – 190.0

155.0

In millions USD
(unless noted)

21.1%

22.9%

11.0%

2013

9.6%
2014

2015

2016

6% - 9%
2017**

*Operating margin excluding amortization of purchased intangible assets
**2017 based on midpoint of FY17 guidance
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Copyright
Copyright © 2017 VASCO Data Security, Inc., VASCO Data Security International GmbH. All rights reserved.
Trademarks
VASCO®, VACMAN®, IDENTIKEY®, DIGIPASS®, MYDIGIPASS™, CRONTO®, the (V) logo, and eSignLive™ are registered or unregistered
trademarks of VASCO Data Security, Inc. and/or VASCO Data Security International GmbH, or Silanis Technology Inc. in the U.S. and other
countries.
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